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Abstra t

In previous papers we showed that from a suitable termination order ( alled
ranking) one an automati ally ompute the worst- ase time omplexity of a CHR
onstraint simpli ation rule program from its program text. We ombined the
worst- ase derivation length of a query predi ted from its ranking with a worst- ase
estimate of the number and ost of rule appli ation attempts and the ost of rule
appli ations to obtain the desired meta-theorem.
Here we generalize the approa h presented in these papers and use it to analyse
several non-trivial rule-based onstraint solver programs. These results also hold
for naive CHR implementations. We also present empiri al eviden e through test
runs that the a tual run-time of a state-of-the-art CHR implementation is mu h
better due to optimizations like indexing.
Keywords: Program Analysis, Complexity Analysis, Cost Analysis, Rankings,
Derivation Length, Termination, Constraint Solving, Constraint Handling Rules.
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Introdu tion

CHR [Fru98,AAI00,SaAb00℄ are a ommitted- hoi e on urrent onstraint
logi programming language onsisting of guarded rules that work on onjun tions of onstraints [FrAb02℄. A CHR program onsists of simpli ation and
propagation rules. Simpli ation repla es onstraints by simpler onstraints
while preserving logi al equivalen e. Propagation adds new onstraints whi h
are logi ally redundant but may ause further simpli ation.
Properties like rule on uen e [AFM99℄ and program equivalen e [AbFr99℄
have been investigated for CHR. These properties are de idable for terminat1
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ing programs. In a previous paper [Fru00a℄ we have proven termination of
simpli ation rule programs using rankings. A ranking maps lhs (left hand
side) and rhs (right hand side) of ea h simpli ation rule to a non-negative
integer, su h that the rank of the lhs is stri tly larger than the rank of the rhs.
Intuitively then, the rank of a given onstraint problem yields an upper bound
on the number of rule appli ations, be ause ea h rule appli ation de reases
the rank by at least one [Fru00b℄.

Example 1.1 Consider the onstraint even that ensures that a natural number (written in su essor notation) is even:
even(0) <=> true.
even(s(N)) <=> N=s(M), even(M).

The rst rule says that even(0) an be simpli ed to true, a built-in onstraint
that is always satis able. In the se ond rule, the built-in onstraint = stands
for synta ti equality: N=s(M) ensures that N is the su essor of some number
M. The omma stands for onjun tion. The rule says that if the argument of
even is the su essor of some number N, then the prede essor of this number,
M, must be even.
If a onstraint mat hes the lhs of a rule, it is repla ed by the rhs of the
rule. If no rule mat hes a onstraint, the onstraint delays. For example, the
onstraint problem (query) even(N) delays. When the onstraint N=0 is added,
even(N) is woken and behaves like the query even(0). It redu es to true
with the rst rule. To the query even(s(X)) the se ond rule is appli able, the
answer is X=s(M),even(M). The query even(s(0)) results in an in onsisten y
after appli ation of the se ond rule, sin e 0=s(M) is unsatis able.
An obvious ranking for the rules of even is
rank (even(N )) = size (N )
size (0) = 1
size (s(N )) = 1 + size (N )
The ranking not only proves termination, it also gives an upper bound on the
derivation length, in ase the argument of even is ompletely known: With
ea h rule appli ation, the rank of the argument of even de reases by 2.
In [Fru00b℄ we have shown that the derivation length is not a suitable
measure for worst- ase time omplexity. The run-time of a CHR program not
only depends on the number of rule appli ations, but also, more signi antly,
on the number of rule appli ation attempts (rule tries).
In [Fru02℄ we ombined the predi ted worst- ase derivation length with a
worst- ase estimate of the number and ost of rule tries and the ost of rule
appli ations to obtain a meta-theorem for the worst- ase time omplexity of
CHR onstraint simpli ation rule programs.

Example 1.2 [Contd.℄ It is easy to show that the worst- ase time omplexity
of a single even onstraint is linear in the derivation length, i.e. the rank.
2
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The same observation holds for a query onsisting of several ground even
onstraints, if the rank is de ned as the sum of the ranks of the individual
onstraints.
However, things hange when we add the rule:
even(s(X)),even(X) <=> false.

where false is a built-in onstraint that is always unsatis able. This rule
may be appli able to all pairs of even onstraints in a query, and again after
a redu tion of a single even onstraint with one of the other two rules. Of
ourse in most ases, the rule appli ation attempts (rule tries) will be in vain.
Thus the number of rule tries in a single derivation step is at worst quadrati
in the number of even onstraints in the query. Sin e the rank of an even
onstraint is at least one, the rank of the query is a bound on the number of
onstraints. The number of derivation steps is also bounded by the rank of
the query. Overall, this yields an algorithm that is ubi in the rank of the
query.

Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, only the work of Ganzinger

and M Allester [M A99,GaM 01,GaM 02℄ is losely related to our work in
that it gives several omplexity meta-theorems for a logi al rule-based language. These papers investigate bottom-up logi programming as a formalism
for expressing stati analyses and related algorithms. [M A99℄ is on erned
with ertain propagation rules (in our terminology), while [GaM 01℄ extends
the rule language with deletions of atomi formulae and stati priorities between rules, and [GaM 02℄ adds dynami priorities. Su h rules orrespond to
CHR simpli ation or simpagation rules [Fru98℄ that are applied in textual
order (dynami priorities an be implemented as onstraints).
Ganzinger and M Allester prove several omplexity theorems whi h allow,
in many ases, to determine the asymptoti running time of a bottom-up logi
programm by inspe tion. The main di eren e and omplementarity between
their work and our paper is that they onsider rules that must be applied
to ground formulae at run-time, while we onsider simpli ation rules that
involve free variables at run-time and arbitrary built-in onstraints. They deal
with the omplexity of optimally implemented programs using lever indexing
and stru ture sharing, while our results apply also to naive implementations
of CHR.
In the omplexity meta-theorem of [GaM 01℄, the omplexity is the sum
of the synta ti size of the query and the worst number of potential pre x
rings of the rules in the program. Pre x rings are ground sub-formulas of lhs
instan es of a rule that ould o ur in a derivation. (The paper [GaM 02℄ adds
a logarithmi fa tor for rules with dynami priorities.) Here it is - ignoring
the ost of built-in onstraints - the sum of the rank of the query and the
number of potential rule appli ations. The omputation of the number of
pre x rings requires insights about the states in all valid omputations that
an be performed. The number of potential rule appli ations an be omputed
3
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automati ally from the program text, on e a ranking is known.
This paper is a ompanion paper to [Fru02℄, whi h was based on [Fru01℄.
Here we generalize the approa h presented in these papers by allowing for
a more general de nition of ranking fun tions and use it to analyse several
non-trivial rule-based onstraint solver programs.

Overview of the Paper. We will rst give syntax and semanti s of

CHR. In Se tion 3, we introdu e rankings and show how they an be used to
derive upper bounds for worst- ase derivation lengths. In the next se tion we
show how to use these derivation lengths to predi t the worst- ase omplexity
of CHR programs. Finally, the fth se tion reviews some CHR onstraint
solver programs. Based on the predi ted worst- ase derivation lengths, the
worst- ase time omplexity is omputed a ording to our omplexity metatheorem. The predi tions are ompared with preliminary empiri al run-time
measurements. We on lude with a dis ussion of the results obtained.
2

Syntax and Semanti s of CHR

In this se tion we give syntax and semanti s for CHR, for details see [AFM99℄.
We assume some familiarity with ( on urrent) onstraint (logi ) programming
[MaSt98,FrAb02℄.
A onstraint is a predi ate (atomi formula) in rst-order logi . We distinguish between built-in (or prede ned) onstraints and CHR (or user-de ned)
onstraints. Built-in onstraints are those handled by a given onstraint solver.
CHR onstraints are those de ned by a CHR program.
In the following de nitions, upper ase letters stand for onjun tions of
onstraints.

De nition 2.1 A CHR program is a nite set of CHR. There are two kinds
of CHR. A simpli ation CHR is of the form
n  H <=> G j B
and a propagation CHR is of the form
n  H ==> G j B
where the rule has an optional name n followed by the symbol . The lhs H
(head) is a onjun tion of CHR onstraints. The optional guard G followed
by the symbol j is a onjun tion of built-in onstraints. The rhs B (body) is
a onjun tion of built-in and CHR onstraints.
The operational semanti s of CHR programs is given by a state transition
system. With derivation steps (transitions, redu tions) one an pro eed from
one state to the next.

De nition 2.2 A state (or: goal) is a onjun tion of built-in and CHR on-

straints. An initial state (or: query) is an arbitrary state. In a nal state
4
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(or: answer) either the built-in onstraints are in onsistent or no derivation step is possible anymore. A derivation is a sequen e of derivation steps
S1 7 ! S2 7 ! S3 : : :. The derivation length is the number of derivation steps
in a derivation.

De nition 2.3 Let P be a CHR program and C T be a onstraint theory for
the built-in onstraints. The transition relation 7

Simplify

^ 7 !(
if ( <=> j

H

0

C

H

G

^ 7 !(
if ( ==> j
0

C

H

= H 0) ^ G ^ B ^ C
B ) in P and C T j= C ! 9x
(H = H 0 ^ G)

H

Propagate
H

! for CHR is as follows:

= H 0) ^ G ^ B ^ H 0 ^ C
B ) in P and C T j= C ! 9x
(H = H 0 ^ G)

H

G

When we use a rule from the program, we will rename its variables using
new symbols, and these variables are denoted by the sequen e x. A rule with
lhs H and guard G is appli able to CHR onstraints H 0 in the ontext of
onstraints C , when the ondition holds that C T j= C ! 9x(H = H 0 ^ G).
Any of the appli able rules an be applied, but it is a ommitted hoi e,
it annot be undone. If an appli able simpli ation rule (H <=> G | B ) is
applied to the CHR onstraints H 0 , the Simplify transition removes H 0 from
the state, adds the rhs B to the state and also adds the equation H = H 0 and
the guard G. If a propagation rule (H ==> G | B ) is applied to H 0 , the
Propagate transition adds B , H = H 0 and G, but does not remove H 0 .
We nally dis uss in more detail the rule appli ability ondition C T j=
C ! 9x
(H = H 0 ^ G). The equation (H = H 0 ) is a notational shorthand
for equating the arguments of the CHR onstraints that o ur in H and H 0 .
More pre isely, by (H1 ^ : : : ^ Hn) = (H10 ^ : : : ^ Hn0 ), where onjun ts an be
permuted, we mean (H1 = H10 ) ^ : : : ^ (Hn = Hn0 ). By equating two onstraints,
(t1 ; : : : ; tn ) = (s1 ; : : : ; sn), we mean (t1 = s1 ) ^ : : : ^ (tn = sn ). The symbol
= is to be understood as built-in onstraint for synta ti equality.
Operationally, the rule appli ability ondition an be he ked as follows:
Given the built-in onstraints of C , try to solve the built-in onstraints (H =
0
0
H ^ G) without further onstraining any variable in H and C . This means
that we rst he k that H 0 mat hes H and then he k the guard G under this
mat hing.
As a onsequen e, in a CHR implementation, there are several omputational phases when a rule is applied:
LHS Mat hing: Atomi CHR onstraints in the urrent state have to be
found that mat h the lhs onstraints of the rule.
Guard Che king: It has to be he ked if the urrent built-in onstraints
imply the guard of the rule.
RHS Handling: The built-in and CHR onstraints of the rhs are added.
5
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Before that, the CHR onstraints of the lhs are removed.
In this paper we are only on erned with simpli ation rules. For the rest
of the paper we assume that CHR programs do not ontain any propagation
rules.
3

Rankings and Derivation Lengths

In this se tion, we introdu e rankings for onstraint simpli ation rules and
show how the rankings an be used to derive upper bounds for worst- ase
derivation lengths of CHR programs.
A ranking is an arithemti fun tion that maps terms and formulae to integers. It is indu tively de ned on the fun tion symbols, predi ate symbols
and logi al onne tives (in our ase, onjun tion only). The resulting order
on formulae is total. It is well-founded if we an prove that it is non-negative
for the formulae under onsideration. Of ourse we are looking for rankings
that allow to de ide the order relation.
Of parti ular interest are ranking fun tions that are linear polynomials.
They are simple but seem suÆ ient to over ommon onstraint solver programs [Fru00a,Fru00b℄.

De nition 3.1 Let f be a fun tion or predi ate symbol of arity n(n  0)
and let ti (1  i  n) be terms. A (linear polynomial) CHR ranking (fun tion)
de nes the rank of a term or onstraint atom f (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) as follows:
rank (f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) = af0 + af1  rank (t1 ) + : : : + afn  rank (tn )
where the afi are integers. For ea h built-in onstraint C we impose rank (C ) =
0. The rank of a onjun tion is the sum of the ranks of its onjun ts:
rank ((A ^ B )) = rank (A) + rank (B )
For ea h formula B we require rank (B )  0.

This de nition generalizes the one of [Fru02℄ from natural numbers to
integers, in parti ular it is not required that variables and CHR onstraints
have a non-zero, stri tly positive rank.
The rank of any built-in onstraint is 0, sin e we assume that their termination and time omplexity is known. A built-in onstraint may imply order
onstraints between the ranks of its arguments (interargument relations), su h
as s = t ! rank (s) = rank (t), where s and t are terms. Note that = on the
lhs stands for synta ti al equality between two terms s and t, and = on the
rhs for arithmeti equality.
These order onstraints are helpful to establish termination by showing
that the rank of the lhs of a rule is always stri tly larger than the rank of the
rhs of the rule.

De nition 3.2 Let rank be a CHR ranking fun tion. The ranking ( ondition)
of a simpli ation rule H <=> G j B is the formula
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8 ( ! rank (

) > rank (B )),
where O is a onjun tion of order onstraints implied by the built-in onstraints in the rule, 8 ((G ^ B ) ! O).
O

H

Sin e termination is unde idable for CHR, a suitable ranking and suitable
order onstraints annot be found ompletely automati ally.
To prove termination, goals have to be suÆ iently known.

De nition 3.3 A goal B is bounded if the rank of any allowed instan e of B

is bounded from above by a onstant.

The notion of allowed instan e allows us to ignore ertain instan es, for
example those that we would onsider as ill-typed. Of ourse, allowedness
should be a de idable property. Bounded goals not only terminate, their
ranks provide an upper bound on the number of rule appli ations (derivation
steps), i.e. derivation lengths.

Theorem 3.4 Let P be a CHR program ontaining only simpli ation rules.

1. [Fru00a℄ If the ranking ondition holds for ea h rule in P , then P is
terminating for all bounded goals.
2. [Fru00b℄ If the ranking ondition holds for ea h rule in P , then a worstase derivation length D for a bounded goal B in P is the rank of B :
D = rank (B )

Note that the Theorems in the ited papers only apply to linear polynomial rankings over natural numbers, but an be generalized to arbitrary
well-founded rankings.
4

Worst-Case Time Complexity

We rst onsider the worst ost of applying a single rule, whi h onsists of
the ost to try the rule on all CHR onstraints in the urrent state and of the
ost to apply the rule to some CHR onstraints in the state. Then we hoose
the worst rule in the program and apply it in the worst possible state of the
derivation. Multiplying the result with the worst- ase derivation length gives
us the desired upper bound on the worst- ase time omplexity.
In the following, we assume a naive implementation of CHR with no optimizations. The omplexity of handling built-in onstraints is predetermined
by the built-in onstraint solvers used. We assume that the time omplexity of
he king and adding built-in onstraints is not dependent on the onstraints
a umulated so far in the derivation. While this is not true in general, it holds
for all the onstraint programs we have onsidered so far, be ause the built-in
onstraints that appear in CHR programs are usually simple.

Lemma 4.1 [Fru02℄ Let there be a simpli ation rule
G

j ^
C

B

, where H

of the form H <=>
is a onjun tion of n CHR onstraints, G and C are built-
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in onstraints and B are CHR onstraints. A worst- ase time omplexity of
applying the rule S in a state with CHR onstraints is:
n(O + O ) + (O + O ));
O(
H
G
C
B
where OH is the omplexity of mat hing the lhs H of the rule, OG the omplexity of he king the guard G, OC the omplexity of adding the rhs built-in
onstraints C , and OB the omplexity of removing the lhs CHR onstraints
and of adding the rhs CHR onstraints B .

Now we are ready to give our meta-theorem about the time omplexity
of simpli ation rule programs. To ompute the time omplexity of a derivation, we have to nd the worst- ase for the appli ation of a rule, i.e. the
largest number of CHR onstraints max of any state in a derivation and the
most ostly rule that ould be tried and applied. We know that the number
of derivation steps is bounded by the rank D , be ause ea h derivation step
de reases the value of D by at least 1. This theorem generalizes the one of
[Fru02℄ to the ase where ranks of formulae with CHR onstraints an be zero.
We therefore have to redo (a part of) the proof.

Theorem 4.2 Let

be a CHR program ontaining only onstraint simpli ation rules. Given a query with worst- ase derivation length D . Then the
worst- ase time omplexity of a derivation starting with the given query is:
O (D
(( + D)n (OH + OG ) + (OC + OB )));
i
where the index i ranges over the rules in the program P .
P

X

i

i

i

i

i

Proof. In the worst- ase of a naive implementation, in ea h of the D derivation steps, all rules are tried on all ombinations of the maximum possible
number of onstraints max and then the most ostly rule is applied. Sin e rule
appli ation attempts are independent from ea h other, we an extend Lemma
4.1 to a set of rules in a straightforward way:
n (O + O ) + Max (O + O ));
O(
G
i C
B
max H
i
where max is the worst number of CHR onstraints in a derivation from a
given query and Maxi takes the maximum over all i. Sin e the fun tions
Max and + are equivalent in the O-notation, we an repla e Maxi by i .
This gives us the omplexity for one derivation step.
Multiplying the resulting formula by the derivation length D yields the overall omplexity:
O (D
( nmax (OH + OG ) + (OC + OB ))):
i
Now we need a bound on nmax that only depends on properties of the query,
namely , the number of onstraints in the query, and D, the upper bound on
the derivation length. There annot be more than + O(D ) CHR onstraints
in any state of a derivation starting with the query, be ause we start from

X

i

i

i

i

i

P

X

i

i

i

i
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onstraints and there are at most D derivations steps, and ea h of them adds
at most a ertain, xed number of new onstraints (it also removes old ones)
whi h is given by the rules in the program. After repla ing max by the bound
+ O(D ), we arrive at the formula of the Theorem.
2

Note that in many ases, D ontains the fa tor , so that + D simpli es to
just D (as in the orresponding Theorem of [Fru02℄). >From the meta-theorem
it an be seen that the ost of rule tries dominates the omplexity of a naive
implementation of CHR.
We end this se tion with some general remarks on the omplexities of
the onstituents of a simpli ation rule. The ost of synta ti mat hing OH is
determined by the synta ti size of the lhs in the given program text. Thus, its
time omplexity is onstant. We assume that the omplexity OB of removing
and adding CHR onstraints (without applying any rules) is onstant in a
naive implementation where e.g. lists are used to store the CHR onstraints.
As far as the built-in onstraints are on erned, we an only make the
following general remarks. The omplexity of guard he king OG is usually
at most as high as the omplexity of adding the respe tive onstraints. The
worst- ase time omplexity of adding built-in onstraints OC is often linear in
their size.
5

Time Complexity of CHR Constraint Solvers

We now derive worst- ase time omplexities of onstraint solvers for nite interval domains employing ar onsisten y, linear polynomials employing variable elimination and des ription logi [Fru98℄ from the CHR library of Si stus
Prolog [HoFr98,HoFr00℄. As in the example of the introdu tion, we will use
on rete syntax of Prolog implementations of CHR, where a onjun tion is a
sequen e of onjun ts separated by ommas.
We will ontrast these results with the time omplexities derived from a
preliminary set of test runs with randomized data. We expe t the empiri al results to be better than the predi ted ones, sin e this CHR implementation uses
indexing for omputing the ombinations of onstraints needed for lhs mat hing of a rule. The Si stus Prolog and CHR sour e ode for the test runs is available at www.informatik.uni-muen hen.de/fruehwir/ hr/ omplexity.pl.
The ode an be run via the WWW-interfa e of CHR Online [SaAb00℄.
For ea h solver, we will give a ranking that is an upper bound on the
derivation length. From the ranking, we al ulate the worst- ase time omplexity. We denote onstant time omplexity by the number 1 and zero time
by 0 (this means that no omputation is performed at all). We will summarize
the empiri al results of the test runs in a table, see e.g. Fig. 1. The tables
have the following olumns:
Goal the (abbreviated) goal that was run to produ e the test data.
Worst the predi ted worst- ase derivation length D for the goal.
9
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Apply the a tual number of rule appli ations, i.e. derivation length.
Try the number of rules that have been tried, but not ne essarily applied.
Time the time to run the goal with the CHR library of Si stus Prolog, in
se onds, in luding instrumented sour e ode for randomization, on a re ent
Linux PC with medium work load.

5.1 Finite domains FD

Finite domains are one of the su ess stories of onstraint logi programming.
Many real-life ombinatorial problems an be expressed in this onstraint system, most prominently s heduling and planning appli ations. This onstraint
system was the result of a synthesis of logi programming and nite domain
onstraint networks as explored in arti ial intelligen e resear h sin e the late
60ties.
In this onstraint system [vHSD95℄, variables are onstrained to take their
value from a given, nite set. Choosing integers for values allows for arithmeti
expressions as onstraints. Constraint propagation pro eeds by removing values that do not parti ipate in any solution from the sets of possible values.
Here we present an implementation of an ar onsisten y algorithm for
integer interval onstraints [vHDT92,Ben95℄ (a spe ial ase of nite domain
onstraints). Ar onsisten y distinguishes a spe ial lass of unary onstraints
of the form X 2 S , where S is a given nite set of values.

De nition 5.1 An atomi onstraint (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) is (hyper-)ar onsistent

with respe t to a onjun tion of unary onstraints X1 2 S1 ^ : : : ^ Xn 2 Sn ,
if for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng and for all possible values for Xi taken from its domain
Si the onstraint X1 2 S1 ^ : : : ^ Xn 2 Sn ^
(X1 ; : : : ; Xn) is satis able.
In other words, in an ar onsistent atomi onstraint, every value of every
variable domain takes part in a solution of the atomi onstraint. An atomi
onstraint an be made ar onsistent by deleting those values from the domain
of the variables that do not parti ipate in any solution of the onstraint.
A onjun tion of onstraints is ar onsistent if ea h atomi onjun t is ar
onsistent. In our ase, the domains are intervals of integers, and values are
deleted from domains by making intervals smaller.
In the following rules of the solver Intv, the unary interval onstraint X
in A:B stands for X 2 fi 2 Z j A  i ^ i  B g. in, le, eq and add are
CHR onstraints, the inequalities <, =<, >, >=, <> are built-in arithmeti
onstraints, and min, max, +, - are built-in arithmeti fun tions. Intervals
of integers are losed under omputations involving only these fun tions. The
built-in pre x operator not negates its argument. The rules a e t the interval
onstraints only, the onstraints le, eq and add remain una e ted.
in onsisten y  X in A:B <=> A>B | false.
interse tion  X in A:B, X in C:D <=> A=<B,C=<D |
X in max(A,C):min(B,D).
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The rules in onsisten y and interse tion remove one interval onstraint
ea h. The built-in inequalities A=<B and C=<D used in the guards of the rules
ensure that these rules apply only to non-empty intervals. The remaining
built-in inequalities in the guards ensure that in ea h rule, at least one interval
gets stri tly smaller. This also holds for the following rules. The next rules
deal with inequalities:
le  X
X
le  X
X
eq  X
X
eq  X
X

le
le
le
le
eq
eq
eq
eq

Y, X in A:B, Y in C:D <=> A=<B,C=<D,
Y, X in A:D, Y in C:D.
Y, X in A:B, Y in C:D <=> A=<B,C=<D,
Y, X in A:B, Y in A:D.
Y, X in A:B, Y in C:D <=> A=<B,C=<D,
Y,X in max(A,C):B,Y in max(C,A):D.
Y, X in A:B, Y in C:D <=> A=<B,C=<D,
Y,X in A:min(B,D),Y in C:min(D,B).

B>D

|

C<A

|

A<>C |
B<>D |

The next rule deals with addition.
add  add(X,Y,Z),
X in A:B, Y in C:D, Z in E:F <=> A=<B,C=<D,
not (A>=E-D,B=<F-C,C>=E-B, D=<F-A,E>=A+C,F=<B+D) |
add(X,Y,Z),
X in max(A,E-D):min(B,F-C),
Y in max(C,E-B):min(D,F-A),
Z in max(E,A+C):min(F,B+D).

Complexity. We rank onstraints by the width (size) of their intervals:
rank (X in A:B ) = 2 + width (A:B )
rank (A) = 0 otherwise
width (A:B ) = B A if A  B
width (A:B ) = 1 otherwise
For the ranking, 2 is added to the interval width su h that empty and singleton
intervals have positive ranks as well. >From the ranking we an see that any
goal with given intervals is bounded. This orresponds to the intended use of
the onstraint solver program.
We assume that ea h variable in a query is asso iated with exa tly one
interval domain onstraint and that in ea h atomi onstraint, all variables
are pairwise di erent. Let w be the the maximum rank of an interval onstraint
in a query and let v be the number of di erent variables in the query. Then
the derivation length is bounded by
D

Intv = vw

sin e with ea h rule appli ation, at least one interval gets smaller (or is removed).
We further assume that the arithmeti built-in onstraints take onstant
11
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time to ompute. All guards and all rhs take onstant time. Only the number
of lhs onstraints di ers with the rules, n ranges from 1 to 4. Hen e, a ording
to Theorem 4.2, the omplexity is O(vw(( + vw)4 (1 + 1) + (1 + 1))). Sin e
by de nition, v  , we an repla e v by and give the resulting simpler
omplexity expression
5 w5 )
OIntv (
whi h also holds in ase there are none or several interval onstraints for a
variable.
Empiri al Results. In Fig. 1, the query with tadd takes a list of v
di erent variables and produ es the two onstraints add(A2i ; A2i+1 ; A2i+2 ), A2i
le A2i+2 where 1  2i  v . Hen e, for v variables, exa tly v 2 onstraints
are produ ed. The interval domains for the variables are generated randomly,
they are non-negative and the upper bound in reases by 100 for every other
variable to in rease the probability of onsisten y in presen e of the onstraint
A2i le A2i+2 . Hen e the maximum interval domain size w is 50v .
The query len(L,v), genless. . . generates a sequen e of v nally in onsistent add onstraints involving v variables, all domains have initially width
w = 200.
The table shows that
 The behavior of the random problem instan es is quite stable.
 The a tual derivation length an be mu h better than the predi ted worstase derivation length, but the last entries show that, depending on the
problem type, the worst- ase an be eventually rea hed as problem size
in reases.
 The number of rule tries is roughly linear in the number of rule appli ations
tadd, but not for genless.
 Time is roughly linear in the number of rule tries.
For this solver, for the preliminary set of examples we investigated, the
number of variables v is linear to the number of onstraints and the worst
observed time omplexity was just:
obs 2 w)
OIntv (
The empiri al results are better than the predi ted ones, sin e the investigated CHR implementation uses indexing for omputing the ombinations of
onstraints needed for lhs mat hing of a rule.
5.2 Linear Polynomial Equations

<

For solving linear polynomial equations, a minimalisti but powerful variant
of variable elimination [Imb95℄ is employed in the available CHR onstraint
solvers.

De nition 5.2 A linear polynomial equation is of the form p+b = 0 where b is

a onstant and the polynomial p is the sum of monomials of the form ai xi with
12
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Goal

Worst Apply

Try Time

tadd(L,100)

490196

352

1894

0.51

tadd(L,100)

490196

352

1894

0.50

tadd(L,100)

490196

340

1843

0.49

tadd(L,100)

490196

339

1831

0.50

tadd(L,100)

490196

349

1885

0.51

tadd(L,200)

1980396

718

3869

1.04

tadd(L,200)

1980396

702

3794

1.02

tadd(L,200)

1980396

706

3809

1.03

tadd(L,200)

1980396

715

3854

1.06

tadd(L,200)

1980396

714

3848

1.03

len(L,10),: : :

2040

884

3737

1.11

len(L,20),: : :

4080

1420

7243

2.12

len(L,30),: : :

6120

2308

13569

3.96

len(L,40),: : :

8160

3735

24973

7.23

len(L,50),: : :

10200

5482

40967

11.78

len(L,60),: : :

12240

7549

62251

17.87

genless(U,L,Z),

Fig. 1. Results from Test Runs with Interval Ar Consisten y Constraints

oeÆ ient ai 6= 0 and xi is a variable. Constants and oeÆ ients are numbers.
Variables are totally ordered. In an equation a1  x1 + : : : + an  xn + b = 0,
variables appear in stri tly des ending order.
In onstraint logi programming, onstraints are added in rementally. So
we annot eliminate a variable in all other equations at on e, but rather onsider the other equations one by one. A simple normal form an exhibit
in onsisten y: It suÆ es if the left-most variable of ea h equation is the only
left-most o urren e of this variable. Therefore the two rules below implement
a solver for linear equations over both oating point numbers (to approximate
real numbers) and rational numbers. In the implementation, we write eq for
equality on polynomials.
eliminate  A1*X+P1 eq 0, A2*X+P2 eq 0 <=>
normalize(P2-P1*A2/A1,P3),
A1*X+P1 eq 0, P3 eq 0.
empty  B eq 0 <=> number(B) | B=0.

13
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The eliminate rule performs variable elimination. It takes two equations
that start with the same variable. The rst equation is left una e ted, it
is used to eliminate the o urren e of the ommon variable in the se ond
equation. The auxiliary built-in onstraint normalize simpli es a polynomial
arithmeti expression into a new polynomial. The empty rule says that if the
polynomial ontains no more variables, the onstant B must be zero.
In the solver algorithm, no variable is made expli it, i.e. no pivoting is
performed. Any two equations with the same rst variable an rea t with
ea h other. Therefore, the solver is highly on urrent and distributed.
The solver an be extended by a few rules to reate expli it variable bindings, to make impli it equalities between variables expli it, to deal with inequations using sla k variables or Fourier's algorithm [SaAb00℄.
Complexity. Informally, ea h appli ation of the rule eliminate removes
a single o urren e of a variable form one equation, and potentially introdu es
new variables smaller in the ranking.
More pre isely, the ranking is de ned as:
rank (P eq 0) = arank (P ) + 1;
where arank (E ) is the maximum rank of a variable o uring in the arithmeti
expression E . We require that arank (X )  1 if X is a variable and arank (e) =
0 if e does not ontain any variables (i.e. e is ground). We rely on the following
order onstraints:
a1  X1 + P eq 0 ! arank (a1 X1 +P ) > arank (P )
normalize (E ; P ) ! arank (E )  arank (P )
The rst order onstraint is a onsequen e of the fa t that the monomials in
an equation are ordered by their variables. The se ond order onstraints holds
be ause the built-in onstraint normalize does not introdu e new variables,
but may eliminate o urren es of some.
>From the ranking we an see that goals are bounded as long as variables
are not instantiated to expressions ontaining other variables (be ause that
may hange the arank of the arithmeti expression). In other words, allowed
instan es instantiate variables by ground expressions only.
Let there be v di erent variables in a given query with equations. Then
the worst- ase derivation length is
D < = O ( v );
be ause we an hoose an arank fun tion that ranks variables with all the
integers from 1 to v .
For the omplexity, we an assume that lhs mat hing and normalize take
time linear in v , so we arrive at O<( v  (( + v )2 (v + 0) + (v + 1))), whi h
yields
3 v 4 ):
O< (

Empiri al Results. In Fig. 2, eqtest(N) generates N equations with N
14
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variables and random integer oeÆ ients between 99 and 99. Worst uses
the notation  v for the worst- ase derivation length. In the table, we show
three exemplary test ases. In the rst, the set of equations is dense, i.e.
ea h oeÆ ient is non-zero with probability 0:99. In the se ond test ase,
the probability of a non-zero oÆ ient is 0:5. The number of rule tries and
appli ations is approximatly halved. The absolute run-time in reases faster
now. Test runs with probability 0:25 and 0:10 showed an analogous behavior.
In the third test ase, in ea h equation, only two randomly hoosen variables
have non-zero oeÆ ients.
Goal

Worst Apply

Try Time

N=10,eqtest(N)

10*10

44

44

0.01

N=20,eqtest(N)

20*20

190

190

0.06

...

40*40

779

779

0.48

80*80

3160

3160

3.56

N=10,eqtest(N)

10*5

25

25

0.01

N=20,eqtest(N)

20*10

98

98

0.04

...

40*20

416

416

0.45

80*40

1579

1579

4.82

N=10,eqtest(N)

10*2

15

15

N=20,eqtest(N)

20*2

38

38

0.02

...

40*2

83

83

0.09

81*2

151

151

0.40

0.0

>

Fig. 2. Results from Test Runs with Linear Polynomial Equation Constraints

The table shows that
 The number of rule tries is identi al to the number of rule appli ations, due
to the simple stru ture of the rules (no guard in main rule).
 The number of rule tries is linear in the size of the problem, v .
 For dense problems, the run-time is of omplexity v 2 , be ause ea h rule
appli ation has to onsider up to v variables.
 For sparse problems, the run-time is of omplexity up to 2 v 2 , be ause ea h
rule appli ation needs more time to nd a partner onstraint.
Summarizing, for the test ases we investigated, the worst observed time omplexity was:
obs 2 v 2 )
O< (
The empiri al results are better than the predi ted ones, sin e the investigated
CHR implementation uses various optimizations.
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5.3 Des ription Logi

Des ription logi s [PSR99℄ are used to represent the terminologi al knowledge
of a parti ular problem domain on an abstra t logi al level. To des ribe this
kind of knowledge, one starts with atomi on epts and roles, and then denes new on epts and their relationship in terms of existing on epts and
roles. Con epts an be onsidered as unary relations similar to types. Roles
orrespond to binary relations over obje ts. In this paper, we use a natural
language like syntax to help readers not familiar with the formalism.

De nition 5.3 Con ept terms are de ned indu tively: Every on ept (name)

is a on ept term. If s and t are on ept terms and r is a role (name), then
the following expressions are also on ept terms:
s and t ( onjun tion), s or t (disjun tion), nota s ( omplement),
every r is s (value restri tion), some r is s (exists-in restri tion).
Obje ts are onstants or variables. Let a, b be obje ts. Then a : s is a
membership assertion and (a; b) : r is a role- ller assertion. An A-box is a
onjun tion of membership and role- ller assertions.

De nition 5.4 A terminology (T-box) onsists of a nite set of a y li on ept
de nitions
isa s,
where is a newly introdu ed on ept name and s is a on ept term.
The CHR onstraint solver Des r for des ription logi s is similar to the
one in [FrHa95℄, ex ept that here we represent both the A-box and the T-box
as onstraints of the query. The solver simpli es and propagates assertions in
the A-box by using the de nitions in the T-box and by making information
more expli it and looks for obvious ontradi tions su h as X : devi e and
X : nota devi e. This is handled by the rule:
I : nota S, I : S <=> false.

The unfolding rules repla e on ept names by their de nitions.
I : C, C isa S <=> I : S, C isa S.
I : nota C, C isa S <=> I : nota S, C isa S.

The onjun tion rule generates two new, smaller assertions:
I : S and T <=>

I : S, I : T.

Disjun tion is handled by lazy labeling sear h with the onne tive lazy or,
whi h is not dire tly expressible within simpli ation rules without ase splitting [Abd00℄. Hen e we have to ignore the orresponding rule for the purpose
of our analysis.
I : S or T <=>

(I : S lazy or I : T).

An exists-in restri tion generates a new variable that serves as a witness
16
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for the restri tion:
I : some R is S <=>

(I,J) : R, J : S.

A value restri tion has to be propagated to all role llers using a propagation rule:
I : every R is S, (I,J) : R ==>

J : S.

Sin e propagation rules are not overed in this paper, we ignore the rule for
the purpose of our omplexity analysis.
The nal simpli ation rules push the omplement operator nota down to
the leaves of a on ept term:
I
I
I
I
I

:
:
:
:
:

nota
nota
nota
nota
nota

nota S <=> I
(S or T) <=>
(S and T) <=>
(every R is S)
(some R is S)

: S.
I : nota S and
I : nota S or
<=> I : some
<=> I : every

nota
nota
R is
R is

T.
T.
nota S.
nota S.

Complexity. For the omplexity analysis, whi h only applies to simpli ation rules, we have to ignore the treatment of disjun tion and of the value
restri tion. In e e t, this means that we analyse an in omplete onstraint
solver. In ompleteness means the solver is orre t (sound), but annot dete t
unsatis ability in all ases. This property is a ommon phenomenon with
onstraint solvers.
We rank onstraints by the size of their on ept terms:
rank (I : s) = size (s)
rank (A) = 0 otherwise
size (nota s) = 2  size (s)
size (some r is s) = 1 + size (s)
size (every r is s) = 1 + size (s)
size ( ) = 1 + size (s) if ( isa s) exists
size (f (t1 ; : : : ; tn )) = 1 + size (t1 ) + : : : + size (tn ) otherwise.
>From the ranking we an see that queries are bounded if the ranks of all
on ept terms (like s and ) are known. Sin e on ept terms are ground and
nite by de nition, their ranks an always be omputed.
The derivation length DDes r is bounded by the sum of the sizes of the
on ept terms o urring in a goal. Sin e the size of a on ept depends on its
de nition, the synta ti size of the goal does not properly re e t the worstase derivation length. Let the maximum size of a on ept term be bounded
by a onstant k. For the in omplete onstraint solver program, we have that
Des r =

D

0

k:

A tually, disjun tion and value restri tion both give rise to exponential worstase time omplexity.
The omplexity for the in omplete solver is ODes r ( k  (( + k)2 (1 + 0) +
17
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(1 + 1))), i.e.

3 3
Des r ( k ):
Empiri al Results. In Fig. 3, gen dl randomly generates a on ept term
O

of a given depth, here in the table 20 or 25. Ea h kind of on ept forming
operator (nota, and, or, every, some) has the same probability. The worstase derivation length (Worst) is the size A of the on ept term T . The table
is divided into three parts that orrespond to samples from three test sets 2 .
The rst test set shows that the omputation usually stops qui kly. This is
be ause on ept terms that are part of a disjun tion or value restri tion are
not further evaluated. Therefore, an outermost disjun tion is always repla ed
by a onjun tion in the se ond test set. Consequently, more omputation
takes pla e. In the third test set, in addition value restri tions are repla ed by
exists-in restri tions. Even though there is more omputation, the observed
omplexity is still at worst linear in the size of the on ept term.
The table shows that
 The number of rule tries is identi al to the number of rule appli ations, due
to the simple stru ture of the rules in ombination with indexing.
 Time is roughly linear in the number of rule tries.
 The number of rule tries is in the worst ase linear in the term size.
For this solver, the worst observed time omplexity was just:
obs
ODes r ( k )
The empiri al results are better than the predi ted ones due to indexing.
In another test set (see the online le omplexity.pl), we studied the
e e t of indexing. When the variables of the lash rule are renamed apart and
expli itely he ked for equality in the guard, the number of rule tries in reases
onsiderably over the number of rule appli ations.

T

6

Con lusions

Based on the worst- ase derivation length, as given by a ranking, we were able
to give a general omplexity meta-theorem for the worst- ase time omplexity
of CHR onstraint simpli ation rule programs. Rankings were originally used
to prove termination. They map onstraints and terms to integers su h that
the rank of the lhs of a rule is larger than the rank of the rhs of a rule.
On e a ranking has been found, our meta-theorem allows for omputing the
omplexity automati ally from the program text. Our theorem also applies to
naive implementations of CHR simpli ation rules.
This paper is a ompanion paper to [Fru02℄. In omparison, we have generalized the notion of ranking fun tion from natural numbers to integers and
proven the orresponding meta-theorem for this extended ase. We have also
2

More test data an be found in the online le omplexity.pl
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Goal

Worst Apply

gen dl(1,T,20,A), I::T,(I,J)::r,(I,K)::r

14274

5

5

0.01

14432

23

23

0.02

23608

4

4

0.02

38306

17

17

0.05

14274

5

5

0.01

14432

222

222

0.05

23608

4

4

0.02

38306

669

669

0.14

96488

504

504

0.15

107124

8

8

0.03

233666

176

176

0.14

379432

1924

1924

0.67

640114

1893

1893

0.63

14274

894

894

0.10

14432

1630

1630

0.19

23608

2662

2662

0.32

38306

5376

5376

0.63

96488

7458

7458

0.92

107124

3955

3955

0.47

233666

6890

6890

0.84

379432

27226

27226

3.28

640114

16057

16057

2.03

gen dl(1,T,20,A), I::T,(I,J)::r,(I,K)::r

gen dl(1,T,25,A), I::T,(I,J)::r,(I,K)::r

gen dl(1,T,20,A), I::T,(I,J)::r,(I,K)::r

gen dl(1,T,25,A), I::T,(I,J)::r,(I,K)::r

Try Time

Fig. 3. Results from Test Runs with Des ription Logi Constraints

introdu ed the notion of allowed instan es for bounded goals. These extensions were ne essary in order to be able to analyse three non-trivial onstraint
solver programs: for nite interval domains employing ar onsisten y, for
linear polynomials employing variable elimination and for des ription logi .
We have found that the dominating fa tor in the omplexity are the rule
appli ation attempts (rule tries), not the a tual rule appli ations. The ost of
rule tries depends on the number of lhs CHR onstraints n, the omplexity of
the guard he king and the ranking D of a given query. D was bounded by the
produ t r, where is the number of atomi CHR onstraints in the query and
r is the maximum rank of an atomi CHR
onstraint in the query. Built-in
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onstraints only ontribute if they have non- onstant omplexity. This is the
ase if non-s alar datatypes like arithmeti expressions are involved. In our
examples, the derived omplexities were of the form n+1 rn+1+k , where k is
a small onstant (often zero) introdu ed by the built-in onstraints. In one
ase, r orresponded to v , the number of di erent variables in the problem.
We started to ompare the omplexities predi ted by our theorem with the
omplexities observed in preliminary empiri al tests. Due to optimizations
like indexing on variables in the Si stus Prolog CHR implementation, the
observed omplexities were mu h better than the predi ted ones. At this
stage of the resear h we annot rule out with ertainty that there are ases
were the implementation a tually shows the predi ted worst- ase omplexity.
So far we have not managed to onstru t su h worst- ase examples. Clearly
more experiments are ne essary.
We ould only analyse an in omplete version of the des ription logi onstraint solver, be ause our approa h urrently does not over disjun tion and
propagation rules. The diÆ ulty is that for propagation rules, the ranking
approa h for derivation lengths does not apply. The approa h of Ganzinger
and M Allester also does not apply, sin e it does not deal with free variables
at run-time and arbitrary built-in onstraints.
Further work should also take into a ount the e e t of indexing and other
optimizations in the omplexity predi tions. Another open question is whi h
aspe ts in nding an appropriate ranking an be automated.
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